
Hoseless and High Performance

Satisfy Professional's Needs

GN900S
Cordless Clipped Head Framing Nailer



 

Cordless Clipped Head Framing Nailer GN900S 
Battery Type
Charging Time
Battery Life
Fuel Cell Life
Nail Type
Driving Speed

Approx. 4000 Nails
30 Minutes
7.2V Li-Ion

Approx. 1200 Nails
.113" - .131" (2.9 - 3.3mm) 34o Clipped Head
Nails/sec.  2 - 3

Dimensions (L x W x H) 12-5/8" x 4-1/4" x 14-1/2"(321 mm x 108 mm x 368 mm)
 

Depth Adjusting

Carrying Case

Charger DC07SA

Battery BL7010 Charging time: 30 min. 

Easy Handling by using fuel gas as the power 
source, not using hoses and compressors

Optional Accessories

Dual position hook
convenient for hanging from rafter or steel pipe

Ergonomically designed 
handle with rubberized 
soft grip
provides comfortable grip and 
more control while minimizing 
hand fatigue and pain.

LED indication lamp with two convenient functions

Driving depth 
adjustment

Protective bumpers

(using Hex wrench)

Protect workpiece and 
the tool from 
scratches/ damage.
Prevent the tool from 
slipping down on 
inclined surface such 
as a sloping roof.

Contact arm's top
with anti-slip 
sure-grip spikes Magazine capacity:

44 nails (1 strip)

Note: Full round head 
nail cannot be used.

Drives up to 3.3mm (0.131") 
in shank diameter with 
90mm (3-1/2") of length 34 
degree paper tape collated 
clipped head stick nail.

2. Trouble detection

1. Battery power warning
Blinking red warns that the remaining 
battery capacity is getting low.
Solid red warns that recharging is required.

If trouble is detected, this function warns 
user by green/red alternate blinking and 
orange blinking.

Uses 7.2V Li-ion battery BL7010

1,200 nails (approx.):

as the power source for ignition spark, gas mixing, 
air intake/exhaust and supply of cooling air.

4000 nails (approx.): the number of nails 
on a single full battery charge

the number of nails per Fuel cell

Part No.

242080-2

242075-5

242077-1

194852-0

Description

Fuel Cell Bulk

Cleaner 500 ml

Lubricanting Oil 100 ml

Cleaning Kit

Fuel cell

Anti-Dry-Fire 
mechanism

When QUALITY & SERVICE COUNT – Choose Makita

makita.ca


